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This disssertation adddresses thee problem of
o how, in a global futuure, humanitty is to com
mprehend
the singgularity of the
t place, thhe biospherre it calls home.
h
Will communitiees, nations, and the
earth itsself, for exaample, be reegarded as ‘one’ placee in which many
m
live, oor as the pro
oduct of
many seeparate, butt linked com
mpositional elements? The
T ‘many in the One’, or the “On
ne in the
many”?? From the perspectivee of Internattional Relattions, in a global
g
futurre will ‘inteegration’
at the individual level necesssarily impply ‘homogenization’ at larger inntercultural levels?
Might the condittions of existence
e
inn a global future be
b understoood rather as the
universalization off certain key values and practicces that resspect the ddiversity of distinct
regionaal differencees? What sppiritual or etthical ideas will serve as
a a unifyinng meta-narrrative in
a globaal age? Thesse are questtions of keeen interest to
t those whhose lives arre touched in some
way byy the growinng convergeence of cultures, especcially by thhe stream off classical East
E and
South Asian
A
wisdoom paths now flowing into
i
the Weest.

d by the
For succh individuaals, and forr those whoose understtanding of the world iis tempered
findingss of contem
mporary dynnamic systeems theory and its grooundings in Western cognitive
science, the coordiinates of these steadilyy arising mu
utualities may
m be observed as the manner
in whicch, for exam
mple, Taoism
m, Hinduism
m and Budd
dhism respeectively reccognize the concept
of ‘from
m the beginnning interdeependence’ – pratitya samutpada,
s
, or dependeent originattion, and
that whhich China’’s ancient animists
a
unnderstood ass Tao. Sim
milarly, conttemporary Western
W
scientissts such as David
D
Suzuuki now exppound the id
dea of ecological ‘inneerconnectiv
vity’ that
leads orrganically to
t the Gaia Hypothesiss, viewing Earth itselff as a self-regulating planetary
p

biological system – as a sentient being.1¹ This is summarized from a contemporary position
by the Vietnamese Zen Buddhist master Thich Nhat Hanh as ‘Interbeing’ (1995: 11; 1996: 37;
Pagels, 1995: xx).

Conceptually, interbeing or interdependence has profound ramifications in terms of the social,
cultural and political dimensions of authority. As a scientifically verifiable condition of
existence increasingly compatible to both Asian and Western world-views, it shapes a
method by which the societies of Western liberal democratic traditions and Asia’s Confucian
and Sanskrit-inflected worlds alike respond to the deeper challenges of a global future. In
terms of citizenship, as American author Maxine Hong-Kingston suggests, there is a seed of
border-crossing opportunity; a possibility in which both Asian and Western cultures can ‘heal
the wounds of history’ in moving toward a shared, global future in the 21st century.2

Yet globalization as an idea has already encountered widespread international resistance.
Given that a truly global age has not yet properly emerged, in what capacities might ‘healing’
opportunities develop within the narrow, ethically amoral, investor-driven economic
interpretations of reality which, so far, have defined ‘globalization’? 3 How, this thesis
inquires, may a ‘global future’ be comprehended as a new, or renewed world-view; one that
embodies contemporary intercultural and ecological realities of diversity, complexity and
interconnectedness?

New ages of awareness require new epistemologies and historiographies. In forging ideas of
interconnectedness with the more worldly concept of ‘commonwealth’, this thesis questions
and examines what the fuller meanings of a global future may be, arguing that any new
civilizational paradigm must engage the challenge it poses to such concepts as ethics,
progress, rule of law, self-reliance, and sustainable economic development.
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Amplifying the idea of interdependence as ‘commonwealth’, it considers contemporary and
classical ideas of what individual citizenship itself has meant. Indeed, since Aristotle, the
very idea of citizenship has been understood as an ethical linkage between the individual and
polis, between human community and physical place: the universal is found in the local. 4 4
Borrowing from Futures Studies in International Relations, this thesis seeks to critique and
construct what R.S. Slaughter identifies as “a pattern of interpretation”5, or a mandala of
consciousness representing the unity between individual, larger community and ecological
place – between the local and universal, between physical and metaphysical. In this enterprise
one is not far from the approach of the Master, Confucius, who seeks similar order in Book
III.8 of the Lun Yu, or Analects.6 For purposes of clarity, and because an explicit vocabulary
is useful in leading toward common expectations, the thesis identifies this pattern of
interpretation as an expression of ‘literacy of place’. Heuristically, it is the cultivation of such
literacy of place that forms the knowledge base from which one can begin examining
interdependency and ‘commonwealth’ as renewing seeds in the articulation of what Foucault
identifies as an episteme.7 Conceptually, this episteme will be a form of new world dharma
for the global age.
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